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-1-1.  Introduction 
In the proliferation of recent articles on  expansions  of  the  Von  ~1ises, 
Hadamard  or  Frechet  type,  including  papers by Kallianpur  (1963),  Reeds 
(1976),  Huber  (1981),  Esty,  Gillette,  Hamilton  and  Taylor  (1985),  Gill 
(1987),  Heesterman  (1987)  ,  the authors have  often overlooked the  case of 
the Frechet  type  expansion,  shown  to be easily applicable  to many  forms  of 
M-estimator  in  Clarke  (1983,1986)  .  Here  the estimating equations  are  of 
the  form 
1 
n 
where  Xl' ... ,Xn  are  independent,  identically distributed random 
variables  taking values  in a  separable metrizeable space  R,  and 
~  is an  r  X  1  vector function with  domain  R  X e  which has  a 
continuous partial derivative.  The  common  distribution 
FO  E  f  ~  {F
T  I  TEe}  ,  and  ~  satisfies a  condition of Fisher 
(1.1) 
consistency  EF  [~(X,B)] 
o 
empirical distribution 
o  An  estimating functional,  evaluated at the 
F 
n  is defined to be  a  root of equations  (1.1), 
and is labeled  T[~,F]  .  In the  case of mUltiple solutions of equations 
n 
(1.1),  it may  need further definition via a  "selection functional" 
described in Clarke  (1983,1988)  . 
If  ~  is  the  space of distributions on  R  and  the linear space 
spanned by differences  F-G  of members  of  G  is denoted by  D  ,  then 
T  is Frechet differentiable at  G E f  with respect  to  the pair  fd) 
d  is a  metric distance  on ~  ,  when it can be  approximated by  a 
functional  T  (.)  defined on  D,  such that  linear 
G 
IIT[F]  - T[G]  - TG(F  - G)  II  o(d(F,G»  ,  (1. 2) 
- 2 -as  d(F,G)  ~  0  ,  F  E~.  Frequently satisfied conditions  for  expansion 
(1.2)  using  the Kolmogorov,  Levy  and  Prokhorov metric distances  dare 
given in Clarke  (1983,1986)  In particular,  robustness  properties of 
weak continuity (cf.  Hampel  1971)  are  derived from  the latter two 
distances,  whence  ~  must be  a  bounded continuous  function.  On  the 
other hand,  a  proof of asymptotic normality of  jll(T[~,Fnl  - T[~,FOJ) 
requires  fewer  conditions  than  those  required to achieve  expansion  (1.2) 
In fact  the proofs  of consistency and asymptotic normality can be  achieved 
using the  same  analysis  as  that of Clarke  (1983)  and using the  choice  of 
neighbourhood. 
n(o,FO)  ~ {G Ej: SUPTED  II  J
R 
~(x,T)dG(x)  - J/(X,T)dFo(x)11  < 0  , 
and  SUPTED  II  J
R 
aaT  ~(x,T)dG(x)  - J
R 
aaT  ~(x,T)dFo(x)11 < oj  (1. 3) 
Here  Dee  is some  nondegenerate  compact  set containing  0  in its 
interior.  The  main  implication is that the  expansion 
IIT[Fn1 - T[FOl  - TFO  (Fn  - Fo)11  ~ op[ Tn)  ,  (1. 4) 
holds  for most  cases  of unbounded  ~-functions,  including those derived 
from  the exponential  family  in maximum  likelihood estimation.  Though 
such estimating functionals  will not satisfy expansion  (1.2),  since  they 
are not  robust,  asymptotic normality is a  simple  consequence  of  (1.4). 
In a  sense  (1.4)  has  been established for  location M-estimators  through 
the  work of Boos  and Serfling  (1980)  who  seek  to  retain the  framework  of 
the  expansion  (1.2),  though  relax the error term to be  in small order 
probability by using Kolmogorov  distance  0p(dk(Fn,FO))  ,  whence  the 
expansion is appropriate  only to  the proof of asymptotic normality and 
the  law of iterated logarithm.  Parr  (1985)  also  considers  the  expansion 
with  a  probabilistic error term  for jackknifing.  An  advantage  of 
considering neighbourhoods  (1.3)  is that multivariate observation spaces 
are  included and conditions  are  easy to  check.  This  is  a  consequence  of 
the  theory  of Rao  (1962). 
- 3 -2.  The  Main Results 
A Theorem  for existence of a  unique  consistent root of equations  (1.1) 
folloHs.  To  describe  convergence let  (A)  be  a  sequence of events  that 
n 
'"  '" 
hold for all sufficiently large  n  ,  that is,  P(  u  n  A  )  ~ 1 
m~l  n 
n~m 
Note  that,  T[v>,F  J  converges  almost surely to  0  if for  arbitrary  n 
S >  0  the  sequence of events  A  n 
~  ('"  :  IT[v>,F  J  n  - 01<  5J  holds  for 
all sufficiently large  n.  Conditions  A(AO - A4)  of Clarke  (1983) 
will be  referred to.  By  choice of the neighbourhood condition  A4  is 
automatically satisfied.  The  folloHing  theorem is analogous  to  the 
theorem of Foutz  (1977),  but generalizes  results  for  maximum  likelihood 
estimators.  It is proved,  for  general  V>  satisfying conditions  A 
and the  assumption of uniform convergence  is superseded by  the conditions. 
Theorem 2.1:  Assume  conditions  A  hold.  Given  ~ >  0  ,  T[v>,F  1  exists 
n 
and is an element of  U~(o)  ,  the  open ball of radius  ~  about  8, for 
sUfficiently large  n.  Moreover,  if 
* 
I(v>,F  )  ~ (solutions of equations 
n 
(1.1»)  ,  then there is a  t<  >  0  such that 
I(v>,Fn)  n  u  *(8)  ~ T[v>,FnJ  , 
t< 
a  unique  solution.  Finally,  T[v>,FnJ  ~  T[v>,FOJ  ~ 0  . 
Proof:  Le  t  E:  ~  {V> ( • , r)  :  r  E  8)  and e  ' ~ { :r  V> ( • , r)  :  r  E  e}.  By 
remark 2.2  of Glarke  (1983)  both  [;  and [;'  are  equicontinuous  on  R, 
as  a  consequence  of assumption  Al  '  that  V>  and its partial derivatives 
are continuous.  From  condition  AZ  and  theorem  6.2 of Rao(1962)  ,  it 
follows  that for arbitrary  .(; >  0  ,  Fn  E  n(€,FO)  f.a.s.l.n ..  Hence  using 
theorem  3.2 of Clarke  (1983)  ,  and  the  choice of neighbourhood,  since 
Fn  E  n«,FO)  f.a.s.l.n.,  theorem  2.1 holds. 
-4-Theorem  2.2:  Let conditions  A  hold,  and let  ~(X,O)  have  a  finite 
second moment  at  FO  .  Then,  In(T[~,F 1 
n 
converges  in 
distribution to  a  normal  random variable with mean  zero  and variance 
2  -1 
a  (T,F
O
)  ~ M(O) 
+«>  J  ~(x,O)~(x,O)' dFO(x)  (M(O) -l}, 
-'" 
where  integration is carried out componentwise  and 
is nonsingular. 
Proof:  Consider  the  two  term  expansion using the mean value  theorem 
o - KF  (T[~,Fnl) - KF  (0)  + 
n  n 
(2.1) 
Here  T  is evaluated at different parameters  for  each  component  function 
expansion.  Rewriting 
-1 J  In(T[~,Fnl  - 0)  - M(O)  n  KF  (0) 
n 
+ M(O) -1  (M(O)  _  - 0)  . 
Since for arbitrary  0  >  0  ,  Fn  E  n(o,FO)  f.a.s.l.n. 
a  - J a  (  1  ar  KFn(r)  - R ar  ~ x,r)  dFn(x)  r-r 
~  M(O) 
The  term  jU(T[~,F 1 - 0)  is  0  (1)  from  the  expansion  (2.1)  . 
n  p 
Consequently,  the latter term in  (2.2)  is  o  (1)0  (1)  - 0  (1) 
P  P  P 
Hence  equations  (2.2)  are equivalent  to  equations  (1.4)  with 
T'FO (Fn  - FO)  - JM(O)-l~(X,O)d(Fn - FO)(x) 
3.  Example  and  Conclusion 
The  maximum  likelihood equations  for location and scale of a  normal 
parametric family  of distributions on  the  real line are defined by 
(2.2) 
~(x;I-',a)  _  (x ~  I-'  ,  -1 + {x ~ I-'  }2)  and equations  (1.1)  .  Without  loss 
of generality,  let  o - (I-'  ,a  )  o  0  be  location and scale parameters  for  the 
underlying distribution.  Let  D  (I-',a) 1  II (I-',a) ,  - (I-'  ,a  ) 'II  0;  a  /2}  .  o  0  0 
- 5-Clearly  ~  has  continuous partial derivatives  on  D  ,  whence  condition  Al 
is satisfied.  Since uniformly  on  D  it is  true that 
I ~  I  < (2/u  )(Ix  - P  I  +  u  /2)  , 
(J  0  0  0 
the vector function  ~(x;p,u)  and matrix of partial derivatives  of  ~  are 
bounded  in Euclidean norm  by 
g(x)  - [1 +  4  (2/u  )(Ix  - P  I  +  u  /2»)2  max(l. ,u /2)  .  o  0  0  0 
Condition  A2  is satisfied if  g  is integrable with respect to  each 
G E  n(c,FO)  ,  as  is  the  case for  Fn  E  n(c,FO)  That is,  condition  A2 
is satisfied if  g  is integrable with respect to  each  G E  n( c ,F  0)  , 
as  in the  case for  Fn  E  n(c,FO)  That is,  condition  A2  is satisfied. 
Thus  the  expansion  (1.4)  is true  for  unbounded  ~ ,  and conditions  A  of 
Clarke  (1983)  are  easy  to  check.  Hence  the  expansion  (1.4)  leading to 
asymptotic normality is easier to  achieve  than is implied by  the  formal 
theory of authors  seeking to use Hadamard  derivatives  to prove  asymptotic 
normality,  though  some  advantage may  be  gained in the discussion of 
quantile estimators. 
The  proof of asymptotic normality highlighted here is analogous  to  the 
proof of Frechet differentiability,  the  difference being  in the  weaker 
form  of neighbourhood and an error term that is given in probability 
rather  than as  a  mathematical  quantity defined in terms  of a  metric 
distance.  A more  direct proof of asymptotic normality for maximum 
likelihood estimation is given in Cramer  (1946).  The  conditions  A  used 
here,  are stated in a  way  which may  make  them  easier to  use.  They are also 
applicable to M-estimators.  Proofs  which  consider  discontinuous partial 
derivatives are covered in Carroll  (1978)  and  Clarke  (1986)  for 
M-estimators  more  generally. 
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